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Applied Marine makes Seawork debut with new partners, Böning
Applied Marine Automation is delighted to announce a new partnership with German
manufacturer, Böning.
The Plymouth based automation and control specialists have become the UK agent for
Böning’s products and systems and will be exhibiting at Seawork International.
Böning’s screens, displays, navigation, alarm and monitoring systems are used extensively
on commercial ships and workboats around the world.
David Rowe, Managing Director of Applied Marine said: “We are delighted to be working with
Böning. The products are well known within the commercial and leisure marine industries
and with our integration expertise we’re looking forward to developing the UK market.”
The Böning solutions are suitable for the initial outfit of a vessel and also for refits where
electronic systems require technical updates for improved operational characteristics and
expanded functionality.
User friendly touchscreen displays, integration of iPad and iPhone devices, powerful panel
PCs and multiple redundant safety systems allow skippers convenient and clear access to all
relevant data.
The durable and modular products are developed in accordance with classification societies.
Applied Marine’s electronics and integration experts will customise a package to suit your
needs and provide the system configuration and commissioning.
Mr Rowe added: “Seawork International will be a great opportunity for us to exhibit the
Böning systems to the commercial marine industry. We’re excited to be making our debut at
the show in June.”
Notes for editors
Applied Marine Automation works with luxury and commercial boat designers and builders offering
flexible design, commissioning and training packages for on board electronic systems. From
innovative, fully customised integrated glass bridge displays and back lit panels to advanced
monitoring and control, Applied Marine can provide customised solutions. Applied Marine is also a
certified integrator, offering a wide range of trusted, scalable hardware and software solutions. It is a
division of Applied Automation (UK) Ltd.
Böning: Established in 1977, the development and manufacture of electronic devices and systems for
ship automation has always been at the heart of all company activities. Böning devices and systems
can be found on more than 13,000 commercial ships and yachts around the world and also on
superyachts.
Seawork International is Europe’s largest commercial marine and workboat exhibition. It is being
held on 14-16 June 2016 at its new permanent home at the prestigious Mayflower Park in
Southampton, UK.

